**Game Summary**

“Listit is a casual card game that brings hilarious discussions as you uncover your friends’ prejudices and weird associations. With more than 500 witty, weird, and sometimes controversial topics answered in lists of five, it’s designed to reveal the true nature of the friends you play with. The twist? The only correct answers are those shared with other players. Prepare for a fast-paced game which takes minutes to learn but will keep you going for hours and hours! We promise plenty of “are you kidding me?” and “why didn’t I think of that?” moments.

**What’s in the box?**
- Two decks with 54 high-quality, linen finish, poker-sized cards each
- 106 playing cards with 5 topics each (a total of 530 list topics) and 2 category cards
- An elegant, sturdy matte-blue & gold two-piece cardboard box (5.5 x 3.9 x 0.96 in, 200 g)
- Rules printed on the inside of the cover

**Design**
The high-quality box and cards has a Scandinavian clean and minimalistic design, specifically created to substitute a coffee table book and always be put on display. The format is small but sturdy to ensure it’s easy to bring, no matter what the occasion.

**Reviews**

**Let’s Level Up:**
“Listit is an ultra portable game that keeps players of all ages engaged, laughing, and most importantly, having fun.”

**Undead Viking:**
“Honestly, some of the best times I’ve had over the last few years are playing games like this and this is definitely one that facilitates those fun, fun times.”
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MSRP $25